
The Log and Timber Building Initiative is a multi prone effort to address various issue of concern to the log building 
and timber framing industry in BC. The program was initiated in September 2010, by the BC Log and Timber Building 
Industry Association former President, Walter Bramsleven of Sitka Log Homes, and Gordon Borgstrom, Executive 
Director – Mountain Pine Beetle Epidemic Response Branch, Economic Development Division, Ministry of Jobs, Tourism 
and Innovation.
   The funding partners for this initiative are as follows: Government of Canada – Western Economic Development 
(WEPA), Government of BC – MPB Response Branch, Southern Interior Development Initiative Trust, Cariboo Chilcotin 
Beetle Action Coalition, and Southern Interior Beetle Action Coalition. The project sponsor for this initiative is the 
Cariboo-Chilcotin Beetle Action Coalition Society
   After considerable research into options and opportunities to address the issues, 
contracts for several of the initiatives were awarded last November.  A few of the 
articles in this newsletter refer to aspects of the initiative.
Comparisons and Evaluation of Hot 2000 and Energuide 80
   FP Innovations, with project coordinator Dalibor Houdek, is carrying out a 
comparative study of Hot 2000 and Energuide 80 energy code software.  A report of 
how the log construction industry will be able to meet these codes, within the new 2012 
editions, will be the deliverable on this project.
Association Website Renewal
   FLAME Design, with Dekker Fraser as project coordinator and LTBI/BC President, 
Arron Moore, as association project coordinator, are in the process of building a new 
website which has a focus on creating leads for association members.  The ‘wire-frame’ 
development is complete and we expect to see a draft website available for board 
review in the next month.
Testing of Log Building Walls 
   RDH Building Envelope Engineering, with David Ricketts as project coordinator and 
Chris Black as project lead, are carrying out air and water penetration tests using a test 
wall in Abbotsford.  We have now completed the establishment of an effective testing 

methodology after having four wall sections go through 
the testing procedure.  In the next month, contact will 
be made with industry members that have indicated 
an interest in having tests carried out on their wall 
systems.  Contact Brian Lloyd, bg_lloyd@hotmail.com, 
if you would like more information on testing.
We expect to be able to give results based on the 
walls systems tested, and create and test window/door 
details, which will effectively address air and water 
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Do you have a story to tell or 
information to pass on to our 
members or readers? Please 

contact the BC LTBI office. We 
are interested in stories of your 
experiences in massive wood 

construction, announcements, and 
classifieds

Aaron Moore is an owner at Moore Log and 
Timber Homes.  Founded over 30 years ago 
by Brian Moore, the company is transitioning 
day-to-day management activities to Aaron.
  From their offices near Vancouver, British 
Columbia, they are building handcrafted
 cedar log homes and Douglas fir timber 
frame homes for clients in Canada, the 
United States, Europe, and Japan.  
   Aaron began his career at Triad 
Associates, a land development consulting 
firm in Kirkland, Washington.  During his 
employment (2000-2006), he was involved 
with the Master Builders Association of King 
and Snohomish County and the AIA.
   Aaron is a graduate of Simon Fraser 
University’s (SFU) business administration program.  While in the 
business program, he made the deans list.  Between 1996 and 
1997, he was President of the Young Liberals at SFU.  
   A native of Saskatchewan, Aaron now lives with his wife in 
Bellevue, Washington.  

Further, the project will carry out blower door testing and infrared image 
testing to identify and resolve air loss issues in log and timber buildings.  It 
is notable that BC energy codes are expected to require blower door tests 
prior to occupancy permit in the ‘soon to be released’ 2012 energy code.
Marketing 
Westcoast CED Consulting Ltd., under project coordinators Victor Cumming 
and Karol Hansma, are surveying the handcrafted, machine-profile, and 
timber frame industries to establish who are the current participants in 
the industry.  The team is also researching current construction demand 
in traditional USA markets to identify if market conditions have improved 
sufficiently to justify companies once again enhance marketing in counties 
that were productive prior to the recession in 2007/2008.  An element of 
the project is to identify markets and possible diversification for industry 
participants.  Western Canadian industrial applications and First Nations 
housing requirement opportunities are also being explored.
   In addition, Westcoast CED is also contributing by providing text and 
image support to the construction of the new web site, communications 
support within the industry, and conference support for the industry 
conference March 23, 2012.
Life Cycle Analysis
The Athena Institute, under project coordinator James Salazar, is carrying 
out a Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) of the log and timber frame building industry 
for BC.  There is an article in this newsletter explaining the importance 
of LCA for our industry.  With energy codes proving to be a barrier to 
the future of our industry, we are very interested in seeing energy codes 
considering LCA in the ‘cradle to grave’ environmental impact of building 
systems.
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We are excited to be inviting you to attend the BC Log & Timber Building Industry Association’s 
15th Annual AGM and Conference.

This year’s conference is being held at the beautiful Quaaout 
Lodge, close to Chase BC.  For those of you that have joined 
us in the past, this venue is sure to bring fond memories from 
conferences in years gone by and we promise you that this year’s 
event will add to those memories.
Our conference this year will address important issues in relation 
to the ‘Initiatives Project’ for log builders. 
•Dramatically increased Energy Code standards have become a 
serious issue to the future of the log home industry
• Marketing to build sales in a weak American market
• Testing to establish air and water penetration issues
We are also placing a focus on identifying and addressing the needs within the timber frame industry in BC the 
fastest growing sector in the value-added wood products industry:
• UBC Forestry and their Center for Advanced Wood Processing (CAWP) is delivering workshops of   
direct interest to Timber Framers.
• CAWP is also presenting a seminar on what company managers should know about Web Site    
construction and optimization of rankings.
• A round table discussion with Timber Framers will happen with ITA (Industry Training Authority) and   
RCITO (Residential Construction Industry Training Organization) to establish requirements for increased  
entry of workers and apprenticeship training needs.
• Life Cycle Analysis is a hot topic for any company which takes a position on environmental    
 sustainability and building with log and timber is a good news story for us.
The full day workshop being offered on Friday March 23, 2012 will be of interest to Timber Frame and Log 
Builders who want to know how to assess and monitor timber frame structures moisture content, strength and 
density and for those looking to expand their knowledge of using engineered connectors, self tapping screws 
and moment connections.
I know many of you also want to know what is being done to address the log builder requirements to meet 
new energy codes and regulations.  You won’t want to miss the presentations of findings on Log Wall testing 
for moisture and air infiltration; what is a building life cycle analysis? And what are the results of the numerous 
survey phone calls and questionnaires that many of you have participated in.  And lastly, what is happening to 
your Log Builder Apprenticeship Program? And can we bring the Timber Frame Apprenticeship Program to BC? 
It has been a year of change, growth and discovery for Log and Timber Builders in the Province of BC and we 
sincerely hope can join us for this weekend of learning and fellowship with the BC Log and Timber Builders.
Sincerely,

Patti LeFrancois
Conference Coordinator

15th Annual AGM & Conference - March 23-25, 2012 - Quaaout Lodge 

Join Us!
Join the BC Log and Timber Building Industry Association

for our 15th Annual AGM and Conference and participate in the 
Supplier Showcase - Tradeshow.

It’s easy, it’s affordable, and such a great way to meet new customers and renew old ones.
Contact us today for your Industry Supplier & Associate Registration Package

email: info@logbuilders.net or call 1.888.720.9212
Pg. 3



OTHER COMPANY MEMBERS WHO WILL BE ATTENDING

OTHER GUESTS OF MEMBER WHO WILL BE ATTENDING

FEES: 
Pre-Conference - includes lunch
Pre - Conference Seminars $150.00 x  = 

Postal Code

Children Names and Ages

City Province

Guest Name (s)

Spouse Name

BC LOG & TIMBER BUILDING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
15th ANNUAL AGM & CONFERENCE

QUAAOUT LODGE, CHASE BC
MARCH 23 - 25, 2012

Your Name(s)                                                                                              
Company Name                                                                                          
Street or PO Box

Tel:  (       )
Fax: (       )
Email:

Accomodation

Please  book your own 
rooms by calling the 
Quaaout Lodge at 
1-800-663-4303

$95.00  single/double 
occupancy

Pet friendly rooms available 
for an additional charge.

Additional Company Members $125.00 x  =

CONFERENCE FRIDAY 5:00 PM TO SUNDAY 12:00 NOON
Includes Friday evening snacks, Saturday all meals and Sunday breakfast
Main Conference $350.00 x  =

Additional Company Members * $275.00 x  =

Spousal Rate: $225.00 x  = 

Children 12 to 16 $100.00 x  = 

Children under 12 Free      x   = 
Sub Total 

Register and pay by Mar  9, 2012 deduct 10%
Sub Total 

HST 12%
TOTAL REGISTRATION FEES

MAIL: (enclose cheque with form) to:
BC LTBIA - 2012 AGM & Conference
2021 High Schylea Drive Kamloops, BC V2E 1L4

FAX: (credit card registration only): 1.888.720.9212 

Card No. Exp

Signature

Name on Card Registration Deadline: March 15, 2012

Accomodation

Please  book your own 
rooms by calling the 
Quaaout Lodge at 
1-800-663-4303

$95.00  single/double 
occupancy

Pet friendly rooms available 
for an additional charge.

$20.00 each for the third and 
fourth  guest per room 

Rooms are guaranteed 
available only until March 15,
2012 so please 
book early.

*Regular�conference�fees�applied�
to�first�Company�member.�All�
additional�company�members�or�
employees�are�eligible�for�this�
rate.

Please, let us know NOW if you will be 
participating in the following:
_____ Builders Show and Tell - slide show, 
demonstration or presentation.

_____Yes, I will bring an item to contribute to the 
Auction:
Item Description____________________

QUESTIONS EMAIL PATTI  
LEFRANCOIS
info@logbuilders .net
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The BC Log and Timber Building 
Industry Association has taken the lead 
in promoting the environmental benefits 
of using log and timber products. The 
BC LTBI has commissioned the Athena 
Institute to conduct an environmental  Life 
Cycle Assessment (LCA) which means that 
they will be analyzing the sustainability of 
log and timber products over the entire life 
cycle  - from cradle-to-grave. This will  fill 
a major information gap that currently 
exists for log and timber frame building. 
Instead of focusing solely on thermal 
performance, the analysis will allow the 
industry to explain the positive aspects of 
using log and timber systems like wood’s 
comparably low manufacturing energy, 
renewability, its ability to sequester 
carbon. Athena will coordinate with 
several manufacturers in BC  to model the 
manufacturing portion of the life cycle.
   A credible analysis of the entire life cycle will lay 
the necessary groundwork to justify a more holistic 
approach to building codes. The LCA will also be future 
compatible with the development of ISO compliant 
Environmental Product Declarations which are rapidly 
gaining favor in European markets and are expected to 
become the dominant way of communicating product 
sustainability in the years ahead. 
   The results of the log wall portion of the LCA will also 
be integrated into Athena’s EcoCalculator, a widely-used 
calculation tool across the green building sector. The 
EcoCalculator has been downloaded by over 20,000 
users and has been recognized in green building 
standards like Green Globes and LEED. 
   Wood products in general and log and timber products in 
particular have much to gain through analyses like these. By 
producing a credible analysis of the entire life cycle of log 
and timber products, industry members will be able to place 
the emphasis on the overall sustainability their products such 
as the positive implications of carbon sequestration in wood 
products. Previous LCA studies demonstrated that wood 
products go beyond carbon neutral and are in many cases 
actually carbon negative products. For instance, softwood 
lumber and plywood store more carbon than is emitted in their 
manufacture, transportation, and landfilling – combined. One 
can reasonably expect that an analysis of log walls, which 
sequester considerably more carbon than a stick-frame wall, 
would also have favorable LCA results.

James Salazar on Life Cycle Assessment
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Book Review – By Brian Lloyd
FP Innovations – Log Home Construction
The Illustrated Guide To Log Home Construction – From Shell to Finished Home
Author – Dalibor Houdek
Illustrations – Wil Dancey and Markus Duerr
Forward – John Boys
   Dalibor Houdek is no stranger to the log building industry.  Simply 
Dalibor seems to have a strong affection for log buildings, and the 
industry has benefited from it.
  Dalibor is a wood science engineer with FP Innovations, Canada’s 
largest forest research institute.  He learned his first log building 
skills at Pat Wolf’s School of log building, has an engineering degree 
in timber construction and earned his Ph.D for his work on fire 
performance of handcrafted log walls.  Beyond Dalibor’s educational 
qualifications, he has also been hands-on; in the past he operated his 
own log and timber framing company in the Czech Republic. 
  This book by Dalibor Houdek is not just another manual on how to 
build with logs - there are already good manuals that cover this out 
there.  Rather, this is a book about taking a log shell to a finished 
home.  This book fills a void in existing texts on log construction.
  The creators of this book, along with the acknowledged builders 
who contributed, are a real who’s who list in the industry. Dalibor 
sought out a collaborative approach for these 100 pages of details 
illustrating how to assemble and complete the log building.
  The subject matter is broken into 8 categories beginning with Foundation Details through to Kitchen and 
Bath Details.  Between these subjects, just about everything in a finished log home is addressed, even the 
obscure, like how to hang garage door track straps.  The attention to vapor barriers, gaskets, insulation 
options and general energy seal solutions is, what I feel, the best part of the book.  Energy codes are quickly 
becoming more stringent and this book addresses not only how to be structurally correct but also how to be 
environmentally and energy conscious.  The timing of this book is also excellent as log structures will have 
to pass blower door tests after the next building/energy codes come into effect in British Columbia and many 
other jurisdictions. 
  The text is easy to understand and points out important methodology used within the details. Every page is 
printed in full color on extra heavy glossy paper with ring binding enclosed by an even heavier glossy cover. 
The illustrations by Wil Dancey and Markus Duerr are shown in 3 dimensions with accurate product colour and 
texture.  This makes them very understandable and incredibly detailed.  This all combined with its appealing 
graphic design and layout makes for a very nice package.
  I think every log builder needs to have a copy of this document.  In fact, I think every log building company 
should be providing this book to the owner/contractor/design professional they provide a home for.  Certainly, 
this can save the log shell provider from having to answer the many hours of questions that arise as a home 
is being finished.  This book won’t replace clear construction document details, but it will augment the general 
contractor’s understanding of the issues involved in a log home.

Want to continue to receive the BC Log & Timberframers News?
 Renew your 2012 BC LTBIA Membership by 

contacting info@logbuilders.net
Can’t find your form, not to worry, we will send you another one.

Book In Review...
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Book Review – By Brian Lloyd 
Master’s Guide To Timber Framing
A comprehensive guide to the traditional art of timber frame building.
By James Mitchell
Layout and Computer Drawings – Eric Clark
   

James Mitchell has been a noted builder and instructor of log and 
timber frame building for over three decades.  He is a UBC graduate 
in Industrial Education, has worked with First Nations People 
in Resource Technology and has been Manager of Construction 
Education for Yukon College.  James is also a past director of 
the LTBI/BC and a contributor to the Log Building Apprenticeship 
curriculum development.
   The Master’s Guide To Timber Framing is not James’ first 
contribution to texts within our industry.  The Short Log and Timber 
Building Book, and The Craft of Modular Post & Beam precede this 
book.  The companion to this text is the Master’s Guide to Log 
Building and is currently in production.
   Master’s Guide To Timber Framing is a hardcover book of 227 
pages, with 8 pages of color images of timber building.  James 
has included a glossary of timber frame terms at the end of the text and has included literally hundreds of 
detailed drawings and illustrations to compliment the in-depth text.  
   After giving some historic background on the craft, James takes us through two projects he has carried out 
with his students.  The first is a relatively simple post and beam structure with the second being a much more 
complex hammer bent frame. 
   The Master’s Guide To Timber Framing also produces some surprises, such as James’s own design of frame 
infill panel fabrication, the frame raising methodology, and the four-part Appendix covering tools, wood 
science, structural loading and structural concepts.
   James is a strong proponent of the ‘centerline layout’ method, as opposed to the ‘square rule’ method.  
The argument for this preference in methodology is reinforced throughout the text.  Certainly, many other 
craftsmen will understand the arguments for this centerline method if they have ever worked with frustrating 
timbers which are not square.  James will argue that includes most all milled timbers, even ones planed on 4 
sides.
   James acknowledges that his position on layout is not subscribed to by the majority of the industry, but I 
think all builders can agree that this approach has a place in our skillsets.
   I enjoyed this text – it may be a bit difficult for the uninitiated student unless they are in the classroom 
guided by James, but the upside is that students and builders at all levels will benefit from adding this text to 
their library.  
   Once again, James should be complimented on his contribution to the craft of solid wood construction and 
our industry in BC. 

Book In Review...

Don’t forget to sign up for the Timber Frame Pre-conference
workshops being held on Friday March 23, 2012.  

Contact info@logbuilders.net if you need more information or 
additional registration forms.   



Epoxy connection. 
From our various joint tests, epoxy has proved one of the 
most durable methods for wood connection. In our latest 
test, we prepared 4 samples for this connection type, two 
with a 3⁄4” ready rod into timber for 6” and 12” and then two 
with a 1” ready rod into timber for 6” and 12”. The result is 
that the weakest test piece failed at 16,500 lbs/psi tension 
force, because of fiber shear, as we expected. The test rig we 
prepared could read only up to 20,000 lbs/psi and the second 
test piece was just stopped at this level. Nothing happened in 
the test piece; no further test were done for the 1” ready rod 
piece. 

Epoxy to epoxy connection. 
I always consider this the first option. 
Since it requires only a piece of ready 
rod and clean finish. We can cure the 
rod into the wood with epoxy in our 
shop if there is time. Drilling a hole 
into concrete is easy; just make sure 
there is no re-bar in the way. This 
allows some flexibility if the concrete 
is not poured in exact location. The 
down side is that once the epoxy is 
in place, it cannot be disassembled. 
Since epoxy needs to be poured as 
we build, it means the nozzle for the 
epoxy will seize up as time pass. 
This method requires lots of nozzles. 
An improved system for this is imported from Japan, and 
we stock these fasteners (below). This system allows us to 
inject epoxy once the entire piece is set in place. 

When connecting a timber post to concrete, it’s essential to understand what kind of function 
is needed. In general, you want stability in place with the goals to prevent horizontal movement, 
vertical movement, or pivot. Gravity, uplift, and moment are also considerations. 
Also, because concrete contains and retains moisture, a vapor barrier is needed between concrete 
and wood.  
In general, we are using three different methods:
 *Epoxy to epoxy connection (epoxy in concrete, epoxy in wood) 
 *Epoxy to mechanical connection (epoxy in concrete, bolt and nut in the wood) 
 *Steel plate 

Epoxy to mechanical connection. 
This is another simple connection. It secures 
the post in place and prevents uplift. The 
ready rod can be imbedded into concrete 
or epoxy anchor after the post location is 
located exactly. Access holes can be left 
open or plugged. 

Timber Connection Series: post to concrete

*Courtesy of Dai Ona, Daizen Joinery Ltd.



Steel plate connection. 

Failure of a steel plate can be caused by fiber shear or yield on steel rod, pin, or plate. For a ductile 
connection, it is best to give the failure to the pin. The test we have approached was not to find the best 
performance, but rather to determine what the single rod or plate blade will be capable of, so we can 
determine the quantity of the rod or pin to be located. 
Results for self tapping pins are as follows. 
Test pin “SFS WS 1⁄4” pin” Failure mode “Yield in pin” 
@1 pin, in one plate failed at 2,000 lbs/psi. @1 pin, in two plate failed at 5,000 lbs/psi 
@2 pin, in one plate failed at 3,500 lbs/psi. @2 pin, in two plate failed at 9,000 lbs/psi 
Test 3⁄4” ready rod, failure mode “Yield in pin” 
@1 pin, in one plate failed at 8,500 lbs/psi. @1 pin, in two plate failed at 12,500 lbs/psi 
@2 pin, in one plate failed N/A. @2 pin, in two plate failed at 22,000 lbs/psi 

Most common: steel knife plate 
This is the very basic common knife plate 
we see in the field. It seems very simple, 
but there is a great amount of work 
required to maintain the accuracy to install 
this plate. The steel plate needs to be 
in place as the concrete pours, and it 
is really hard to locate this plate in the 
correct place. Anything on the upper 
part of the steel plate may require a 
modification, such as holes that may not 
line up. 
I almost have to say this system will not work for any frames 
that require a good tight fit. It will work if the construction is 
going around this post as it is located on site. 

A modified common steel knife plate 
In order to make this design work, it is best to separate the 
upper bracket from lower embedded rod. Either the ready 

rod can be epoxy-anchored into 
the concrete for flexibility, or the 

upper bracket hole can be adjusted 
to meet the location. 

If you consider the proper design, the 
post should be raised from any ground 
contact. Even more, the top of the 
concrete can keep the bottom of the 
post wet for various reasons. So raising 
the plate is ideal, and this can be 
beneficial to us in production as well. 

The center image shows a flat plate on bottom, to which the steel plate will 
be welded onsite. This will give the best flexibility for location and a very 
strong connection. The image at right shows a system that uses fastening 
nuts. It requires a bigger plate and offers less flexibility. 

Best designed: 
hidden 
welded knife 
plate 
The most 
versatile 
plate for the 
construction 
site as well as 
in terms of its 
technical details, 
this hidden-
knife plate is the 
answer we most recommend for the post 
to concrete connection. All the examples I 
have shown so far are open side cut so that 
rain can run into the wood, and an exposed 
plate on the bottom can capture water. This 
hidden welded knife plate is the answer to 
all these issues. 
Another advantage 
is that we can pre-
install the upper 
part of the bracket 
in our shop. This 
means we control 
the holes in the 
plate for tight fit 
alignment, and 
there’s no need 
for time onsite to deal with installing the 
bracket. 

Timber Connection Series: post to concrete
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Workers Compensation Board -
Raises Sector Rate Classification

The BC Log and Timber Building Industry Association 
met with the Workers Compensation Board (WCB) 
in the fall of 2011 after being advised that the Log 
Building classification group rate was to increase in 
2012.
   The WCB procedure is to increase a ‘rate group’ to 
the next upward level after 3 years of claims experience 
which exceeds the group rating in effect by 20%.  This 
is not a permanent upper rate grouping, if a three-year 
experience lower then group rates is experienced, the 
rate will be reduced back to the appropriate level.
   The actual cost for a company can also be affected 
by individual company performance.  For instance, if a 
company has grossly higher incident experience than 
other companies in the group, the individual rate can 
be increased an additional 100%. Alternately, if an 
individual company experiences incidents lower then 
the group experience, the rates can be reduced by up 
to 50%.  The base rate for prefabricated log home kit 
manufacturer is $4.30 and for log home construction is 
$4.33 on every $100 of payroll gross in 2012. 
   The appropriate rate group for a company can 
be somewhat confusing.  A prefabricated log home 
kit manufacturer is really a company that creates a 
machine profiled log, handcrafted log or timber frame 
building in their manufacturing facility.  This base rate 
would be correct for most all hand crafted, machine 
profiled, and timber framers.  A log home builder, by 
WCB interpretation, is really a general contractor who 
completes log buildings on the owners’ site, and this 
may or may not include assembly.
   The average overall rate for all industries in BC is 
$1.44.  For comparison, house or other wood frame 
general contracting or renovations is a group rate of 
$5.19.
   The bottom line is that if your rate group classification 
is above the base of $4.30, you should call the 
Employer Service Center at 888-922-2768 and request 
a Rate Group review.  Keep in mind this is the base 
amount.  In fact, the actual level of charges is based on 
individual company history.  
   If your base rate is well below the $4.30 level, 
you may not be in the correct rate group and may 
wish to consider investigating your situation.  If an 
incident is experienced, and WCB becomes aware of 
misclassification, they may back-charge a company, 
if they believe a company has been intentionally 
fraudulent. 

Short Term Disability, Long Term 
Disability, and Fatal Claims Accepted 

During the 2006-2010 Period

Classification Unit 721035 
[Log Home Construction]

• On scaffold, plank gave way, fell straight down, 
hit mid chest on way down on one of the planks 
that didn’t give way, fell to ground, and landed on 
back
• Worker was grinding the lines in doorway and 
slipped and cut thigh with the grinder
• Worker was up ladder laying tar-paper on the 
roof, when the ladder rocked due to the grass being 
uneven and slippery due to the rain, worker fell 
onto gravel
•Using an overhead chain hoist with log tongs to 
lower a log into the mill bed, thumb was crushed 
between the log and the metal tube in the mill bed
• Cleaning out planer with a stick and the blade 
pulled in the stick and worker’s hand was pulled in 
too, and struck the blade.

Classification Unit 714018 
[Prefabricated Log Home Kit 

Manufacture]

• Was up on a ladder with a grinder and cut wrist 
with the angle grinder
• Hammering down logs on house, went to step off 
4 inch stud and the log rolled and flipped up into 
worker’s left shoulder causing fracture
• Operating a hand-held grinder, wheel caught on 
the wood, grinder kicked back, spinning wheel of 
the grinder contacted worker’s hand
• Worker walking on log, stepped on brace, brace 
let go, worker fell, contacting another brace while 
falling to ground, worker hit head on ground
• Worker was using a hand held grinder to shape 
logs and it kicked back, causing the grinding wheel 
to come into contact with worker’s upper leg
• Carrying 100 lb board on shoulder, it flipped 
backwards and arm twisted back, dislocating 
shoulder

Health & Safety

Fact sheets courtesy of WCB.  
Visit http://www.worksafebc.com



See Training on pg. 12

Chainsaws — avoiding kickback hazards

The most common and usually most violent 
kickback occurs when contact is made in the 
“kickback” zone.
Contact in this zone makes the chain bunch up 
and try to climb out of the cutting track. This 
often happens when the saw tip makes contact
with something beyond the cutting area, such as 
a tree branch, a log, or planks.
Take extra care when making pocket cuts. Start 
the cut with the underside of the chain tip, then 
work the saw down and back to avoid contact 
with the kickback zone. Consider the use of a 
sabre (reciprocating) saw to make pocket cuts.
Be particularly careful to avoid contact with 
nails, piping, or other objects. This is especially 
important when making a pocket cut through 
framing lumber such as a subfloor or when 
cutting used lumber such as shoring, lagging, or 
blocking timbers.

Health & Safety

The examples above show how kickback can occur.

HAZARD ALERT
DO NOT STORE COMBUSTABLES INSIDE CARGO 

CONTAINERS

The intended use of Ocean cargo containers is 
specifically design to 
provide water resistant 
storage to cargo as it is 
transported. 
  When used other than 
its intended use it poses 
specific risks to health 
and safety due to its high 
structural integrity and a 
lack of venting.
  Storage of any combustible material or otherwise 
potentially harmful vapour could compromise personal 
safety in either a work or home environment.
  Ensure containers are adequately vented for the 
materials stored within them, and the location that the 
materials and container itself is stored in.
 Not commonly known facts:
• 1 cup of gasoline has the explosive equivalent of 5-   
sticks of dynamite when it’s in vapour form
• Combustible materials pyrolize:(change from a solid to a 
gas form  typically between 200-300 degrees Celsius)
• This gas is combustible
• An inadequately vented container is an Ideal combustion 
chamber under the right circumstances

Industry Workforce & Training Update

The past few years have been difficult for many builders and their employees. We are however 
happy to report that although the industry has lost some of its builders, those that have weathered 
the storm are coming back with a positive outlook for the future with focus on growing their 
businesses in the new economy.  
   During the fall of 2011 and early winter of 2012, three initiatives aimed at updating our industry’s workforce 
and business profiles have been ongoing. The Cariboo Chilcotin Beetle Action Coalition (CCBAC) provided 
funding under the Log Timber Building Initiative to determine how many handcrafted log, machine profile 
log, and timber frame building companies are not operating in British Columbia.  The Residential Construction 
Industry Training Association (RCTIO) funded a Labour Market Information and Training Identification Update 
project to determine the number of workers employed, their education, on the job experience and training 
levels and the industries forecast of attrition and expansion of the current workforce over the next two to five 
years. RCTIO also began the first step in identifying the need and feasibility for Timber Frame training in the 
province by completing a preliminary Industry Needs Assessment of the Timber Frame labour market.
   All three initiatives looked at industry trends in product diversification, workforce demographics and interest 
in training and developing the industry workforce.
The data from all three of these initiatives is now being compiled and analyzed.  Early indications are that 
since 2006, the log building industry workforce has seen a decrease of approximately 30% in the overall 
number of workers employed, while the timber frame industry has increased significantly.
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Personal shock absorbers

A shock absorber slows and cushions a fall, reducing the forces of stopping the fall. Personal shock absorbers 
are often made of “tear webbing.” In a fall, specific stitch patterns in the webbing absorb the force of impact 
and progressively tear apart. Warning: The shock absorber 
may increase the length of the lanyard by as much as 1.2 m 
(4 ft.) during a fall. Be sure to:
1. Refer to the label on the shock-absorbing unit to
determine the maximum elongation.
2. Allow for extra fall distance when you include a shock      
               absorber in your personal fall protection system.

   The studies have confirmed that there are current 76 handcrafted log building companies, employing 
approximately 650 workers in the Province of BC. Of those companies that agreed to participate in the survey 
approximately half indicated that they expect to see an increase over 10% in their workforce over the next 
two to five years while the remaining forecast to remain at their current level. Workforce demographics are 
confirming an aging workforce with minimal new entrants.  As the industry recovers, this trend may result in 
the industry once again experiencing an extreme work shortage of workers within 10 years.
   Over two thirds of the log builders we spoke with have diversified their products to remain competitive in the 
market and meet consumer demand for hybrid models and timber frame structures.  While many handcrafters 
had traditionally offered round post and beam, few were offering actual timber frame structures ten years ago.  
Timber frame activities are now a major portion of the traditional log builders operations.
  The number of timber frame operations in British Columbia has increased significantly.  The Timber Frame 
Industry Needs Assessment Project identified 44 active timber frame companies with an estimated 400 
workers. Qualified timber framers are actively recruited from Germany and Switzerland and most Timber 
Frame operations train on the job.  The majority of those interviewed said they would like to be involved in 
developing training that would be delivered outside of the provincial apprenticeship model.
   The comparison and analysis of results for all three studies will be completed by the end of March 2012.  
The question of whether or not training is needed and wanted has been answered “yes” by both log builders 
and timber framers.  However, whether or not formal apprenticeship training under the BC apprenticeship 
system is feasible has yet to be fully determined.
   Over the past 14 years, the BC LTBIA has worked to complete the log builder apprenticeship program.  The 
first three levels were offered approximately nine years ago with good results; however the fourth year was 
left undeveloped due to changes in priorities at the Industry Training Authority (ITA). This resulted in the 
log building industry being left with an incomplete program and workers without their certification for nine 
years.  Six years ago, RCTIO was established to work with the smaller more unique trades and assist them in 
completing the development of their programs and bring them into compliance.  After four years of pushing, 
the program outlines, learning materials and exams have now been completed. With the program now 
complete, the industry was ready to bring it to its workforce. 
   In January 2012, ITA chose to push the program to the side, citing a lack of employer and worker 
commitment to the program that was just completed. The Log Builder Trade is now classified as “inactive” and 
funding for RCITO has been withdrawn. 
   So where does this leave log builders and timber framers?  Right now it is hard to say.  Should the industry 
break away from the provincial apprenticeship system?  Should the log building and timber frame industry join 
forces coordinating support and training for its workforce using private training facilities and certifying their 
own workers? These just are some of the questions that the industry needs to answer.
   The provincial apprenticeship system has let down the log building industry. The constantly changing ITA 
leadership and staff resulting in continuous changes to program criteria indicates that the ITA does not have 
the ability to deliver quality training for our trade.  It may be time to build our own future workforce by taking 
our program and our workers and training them in our own yards, using our own expertise.

   See you at the 2012 AGM and Conference March 23, 24, 25 at the Quaaout Lodge.
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